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Abstract

This paper presents a reference model for integrated information systems. The model
explains the relations between agents, simulations and geo-spatial databases, with the aim
of guiding the implementation of computational platforms that integrate them. For this,
the model includes the common conceptual constructs used in several multiagent systems
methodologies. We have been building on previous work in simulation[5] which is here
connected with the proposal by [2] to produce a multiagent theory for geosimulation to
model and simulate complex spatial systems.

1 Introduction

A reference model is the epistemic base of an ontology. It is the description of objects and
concepts within some domain of knowledge1 . In what follows, we propose a mathematical spec-
i�cation of a multiagent system with the purpose of guiding computational implementations
of such kind of systems, particulary, those applied to knowledge management and simulation.
We have been building upon previous work in AI[6] and Simulation[3, 4] which led to a multia-
gent theory for simulation[5] which guided the development of the GALATEA simulator (.ibid).
Here we adapt that theory, and connect it with the MAGI theory proposal by [2] to produce
a multiagent theory for geosimulation, which seeks to explain the relations between agents,
databases and geographic information systems as tools to model and simulate complex spatial
systems. GALATEA's theory describes the overall dynamics of a multiagent system, depicted
as the Cycle function, which �moves� the system from one global state to its chronological next.
The global state is characterized, at time t, by a set of state variables and their values, repre-
sented by σ (and the like) in this formalization. However, as proposed by Ferber and Müller[6],
the global state also includes a set known as the in�uences, γ (and the like), which represents
all the actions that the agents have executed (their action history) or are currently trying to
execute (also known as their intentions). An agent is then modeled as a 5-tuple of 1) the set
of possible percepts, Perception, a function that explains how the agent actually perceives its
surroundings, 2) a knowledge base, 3) a set of goals (or intentions), 4) Update, a function which
is the memorization mechanism of the agent and 5) the Planning function that represents the
reasoning function that derives new goals and in�uences, taking into account previous goals
and the knowledge base.

The MAGI theory [2] is a meta-model that amounts to a formal theory of a geography with
agents and objects in it. This MAGI theory is a perfect complement for our multiagent theory
as it provides for 1) the embodiment of agents and 2) a carefully tailored account of the data
structures and associated functions required for a geographic information system to e�ciently
computed answers to queries. A third side-e�ect of the combination of these theories is the
possibility of accounting for the creation of objects and agents. The theory of Galatea did not
have those elements. On its side, the MAGI theory acquires an explicit account of time and a
DEVS strategy for time management.

1ontology in its historical sense, rather than the modern, technical meaning.
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In the MAGI theory, the environment, Env, is characterized by a 3-tuple from the cross-
product of 1) the set of all possible global parameter=value pairs to describe a system, 2) the
set of all possible global functions operating upon those parameters and 3) the set of all possible
layers, L, of objects that may constitute the geography of the system. Each layer, L ∈ L, is
characterized in turn, but another 3-tuple from 1) the set of all possible local parameter, 2) the
set of all possible local functions and 3) the set of entities (objects and agents) that populate
the system. Agents are, in turn, described by a double record: the agent itself and its type τ .
The agent is described by its internal state, its geo-spatial attributes and the set of references
to objects and other agents observed by this agent and subjects of its actions. An agent type τ
is described by 6-tuple: 1) the set of all possible agent internal states, 2) the set of admissible
shapes for this agent type, 3) the set of all possible actions, 4) the set of perception functions,
5) the set of decision functions and, 6) the set of agreement functions by which this agent
cooperates with other agents. It should be clear that this corresponds to an embodied accounts
of a multiagent system, due to the fact that agents have well de�ned attributes for their bodies
and locations on a physical space.

All these elements are formalized in the new combined theory, which constitutes a formal
explanation of the relationship between an agent and its environment. Notice that the environ-
ment can have its own dynamics, sometimes elaborated to the point that its could be seen as
an agent. Therefore, one could think of that simple two-agent system as a minimal layout for
a system speci�cation: an individual agent faces the agent environment and interacts with it.
This could be easily generalized to many agents facing the same environment.

In what follows (section 2 ), we produce the formalization and then, in section 3, we explain
the relations between the formal model and a databases model before presenting the conclusions.

2 A new approximation to a formal and embodied model

of a multiagent system

What follows is the top-most mathematical description of a system populated by agents,
depicted as the Stepout function, which �moves� the system from one global state to its
chronological next. The functions Evolution, states that the system evolves as described by:
Evolution : =⊗ Env∗ → ε

Evolution(t, env) = Evolution(Stepout(t, env)) (1)

where env ∈ Env∗ is an embedding structure containing all the global state, as the elements of
Env∗, but also the in�uences in the system:

Env∗ =< PG, FG,L,Γ > (2)

where PG represents the set of all possible global parameter=value pairs to describe a system
and FG the set of all possible global functions operating upon those parameters, while L is the
set of all possible layers of objects that may constitute the geography of the system, and Γ, is
the set known as the in�uences, which represents all the actions that the agents have executed
(their history) or are currently trying to execute (also known as their intentions).

Stepout formalizes the system stepping from an overall situation to its next by the agents
computing their actions, and, therefore, Stepout : =⊗ Env∗ → =⊗ Env∗:

< t′′, env′′ >= Stepout(t, env) (3)
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where env′′ =< p′′, f, l′′, γ′′ > and env =< p, f, l, γ > , and p′′ ∈ PG, f ∈ FG, l
′′ ∈ L and

γ′′ ∈ Γ. Each layer l is described by l =< pl, fl, A > where A is the set of agents in this layer.
The environment reacting to the agent's actions by changing its state:

< p′′, f, l′′ >= Reactrealtime(t
′, p′, f, l′, γ′) (4)

and the actions being executed by the environment:

< γ′′ >= Exec(p′, f, l′, γ′ ∪i γ′i) (5)

where γ′ ∪i γ′i is the set of perceptions of the environment and its past history in t′.
We use γi to represent the in�uences produced by agent i and si is its mental state. If ri is

the time that an agent uses while reasoning, then the behavior of an agent is modeled by the
equation:

< s′′i , γ
′
i >= Behaviouri(t

′, ri, s
′
i, γ) (6)

These equations account for the overall behavior of the whole system. However, just before
that overall behavior is triggered, the system progresses through a subtler activity by means of
the Stepin function in: Stepin : S ⊗=⊗ Env∗ ⊗ Γ→ S ⊗=⊗ Env∗ ⊗ Γ:

Stepin(< s1, s2, .., sn >, t,< p, f, l >, γ) =<< s′1, s
′
2, .., s

′
n >, t

′, < p′, f, l′ >, γ′ > (7)

This activity, formalized by equations 8 through 12 , accounts for a simulation process in which
there may be agents included, as modeled by equation 9. In turn, with Λ, description of the
system through the laws of change and, β, structure and support information about the system,
Reactsimulationtime : Λ⊗ β ⊗=⊗ Env∗ ⊗ Γ:

<< p′, f, l′ >, γ′ >= Reactsimulationtime(<λ1||...||λm>, t, < p, f, l >, γ ∪j γj) (8)

< s′j , γj >= Behaviourj(t, rj , s
′
j , γ) (9)

As part of the simulation activity, equations 10, 11 and 12 describe the usual elements of a
DEVS simulations [10][9], where env is a model of a simulated system which includes its set of
components and the laws of behavior of that system (which are then selected as < λ1||...||λm >),
and whose associated events (i.e. ξ) drive the whole dynamics inside a simulation. It is worth
noticing that within the real time period t to t′, both points on the real scale of time, time
progresses as dictated by the simulation. So, at least from a timing perspective, reality subsumes
the realm of simulations.

ξ = NextEvent(γ ∪j γj) (10)

< p, f, l >= Scan∗(env, ξ) (11)

t′ = TimeOf(ξ, t) (12)

Then the top-most structure env is scanned to identify the actual component where the
next event will happen and to recover its associated instructions. Thus this is a speci�c kind
of scanning, guided by the geographical attributes of the system.

Agents are modeled as follows. An agent is a 4-tuple:

aτ =< k, goals, georefs, Context > (13)

where k ∈ Kτ , goals ∈ Gτ , georefs ∈ Shapesτ and Context is the spatial context explained
above. Notice that, as indicated by the subscript, this agent is associated to a agent type τ
which, in turn, is formalized by the 8-tuple:

τ =< Kτ , Gτ , Shapesτ ,
∑
τ

, Pτ , P erceptionτ , Updateτ , P lanningτ > (14)
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where Kτ is the set of possible knowledge bases for this type of agent, Gτ is the set of possible
goals for this agent type, Shapesτ is the set of admissible shapes the body of the agent (of
this type) can adopt,

∑
τ is the set of possible actions this agent can execute, Pτ is the set of

possible observations this type of agent can perform, and Perception, Update and Planning,
model the connections between perceptions and actions for this type of agent. All these speci�c
structures can be connected with the rest of the system by a new of agent behavior function:

Behavioura : =⊗ <⊗Kτ ⊗Gτ ⊗ Γ→ Kτ ⊗Gτ ⊗ Γ

< k′, goals′, γa >= Behavioura(t, ra, k, goals, γ) (15)

where

k′ = Updatea(t, Perceptiona(γ), k)

< γa, goals
′ >= Planninga(t, ra, k

′, goals)

and where < k′, goals′, γa >, depicts the knowledge base, the goals of agent a and the
in�uences,γa, this agent is posting to its environment as actions it intends to execute.

3 An agent-oriented model for databases and information

systems

The complexity of the formalization presented in the previous sections is well justi�ed. Its
main purpose is to support the development of computational system that combine databases,
simulators and information systems.

Databases research is a �eld with a long and productive tradition [8] which, somehow, could
discourage new developments. Fortunately, some researchers insist [1] there still are many
open challenges, such as big and complex data management, integration of structured and
unstructured data and applications on mobile and social networks. This has encouraged us
to include a database's analysis in our work. We believe the theory presented in section 2
could serve as a model for the full range of functionalities from a simple database system up to
complex multiagent systems.

To support such a statement, let us consider the formal model of a deductive database
proposed by Gallaire[7] which was intended to account for active databases as well. A deductive
database's static components can be described as a 3-tuple < T, IC,Q > , where T is a theory
that includes domain closure, uniqueness of names, equality and completion axioms, elementary
facts and the deductive rules; IC is the set of integrity constraints and event-condition-action,
ECA, rules and Q represents the set of possible queries.

The agent model subsumes these by regarding T ⊆ Ka and IC⊆ Ga, being Ka and Ga the
agent's knowledge base and goals, respectively, as described in previous sections. Also notices
that we make Q ⊆ Pa, i.e. Q corresponds to the set of possible inputs a databases can get (as
queries). We could also associate the database with a particular geophysical agent (of type τ)
by using Kτ , Gτ and Pτ as suggested by the theory.

With respect to the dynamic models of the database, both the execution model and the
inference engine are included in the agent planning and execution mechanism of the multiagent
reference model. Moreover, the multiagent reference model provides an activating mechanism
that is not accounted for by the standard database model. The agent is immersed in a dynamic
process called the observe-think-execute cycle, which continuously monitors the surrounding
world and whenever it detects that some of the observations match the conditions of its rules,
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then the corresponding actions are produced for execution. The agent's cycle observe-think-

execute is reduced to a process of observe-think in a database, where observe corresponds to
the query being sent to the database and think corresponds to the triggering mechanism. In
short, an active database is an agent with a peculiar set of beliefs and goals.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have developed a general-purpose, mathematical model for knowledge management systems
which formalizes the relations between agents in a multiagent system, simulations and informa-
tion systems. We believe this model establishes the bases for a common language (with various
syntactic and graphical expressions) with an extended semantics to integrate rules, events,
time management, conditions of operation, and other DBMS constructs into the agent oriented
paradigm. Also, we had established a basis for integrating the simulator Galatea and a geo-
graphic information systems, to produce a more �exible, adaptable, user-friendly, distributed
and computationally e�cient tool to simulate complex spatial systems.

We are working to implement a combined GIS-simulator system that embody the model
described in this paper. We are con�dent that the model will support the speci�cation and
swift implementations of platforms for agent-oriented, data-intensive, knowledge management
services.
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